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How to Find SERC at Taunton
SERC is located in the Somerset Wildlife Trust’s headquarters at 34 Wellington Road, Taunton TA1 5AW.

LOCATION MAP

By Car from the South:
Leave the M5 at junction 26 following the signs for Taunton. At the Chelston roundabout, use fourth exit
[right] to Taunton. Travel about 5 miles to the edge of Taunton where the speed limit changes to 40mph.
Proceed down the hill passing the crematorium on the right towards Silk Mills Roundabout at the bottom.
Straight across and straight through traffic lights at the hospital turning. After the cemetery on both sides
pass Somerset College on the left and SWT Office is immediately before the next lights on the left adjacent
to Tesco.

By Car from the North and East:
From M5 junction 25 head west towards
Taunton on A358, cross the roundabout
and at the major traffic lights proceed
straight across along Toneway [40mph]
keeping in the left lane turn left using the
filter lane at the next roundabout on the
A38, East Reach. At the lights at the top
of the slope bear left in the left lane
curving to the right around Sainsbury’s.
Continue on through the next lights past
the Council and Courts on the right and
Police Stn on the left. Continue up the
hill bearing right down Compass Hill.
Straight across at the lights. The right lane for Tesco and beyond. Using the left lane cross the lights and
turn immediately right to SWT Office. There is a Keep Clear area to allow for access.
Please note there is very limited car parking available and we suggest you use one of the nearby public car
parks or the Park and Ride facilities.
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